
Adaptive Action Coaching Lab:
Building Patterns for Success

October 20-22, 28,
November 4, 11, 18 2016

Time: 12p-2p (CST)

Adaptive Action gives you and your clients simple and powerful ways to see and understand the 
patterns that hold them back and then take informed, wise action to change those patterns. Build your 
own capacity to stand in inquiry with your clients, engaging in iterative cycles of exploration and 
meaning making. Help your clients build their own adaptive capacity as they respond to challenges 
and opportunities in their chaotic lives. 

Human systems dynamics (HSD) is a breakthrough technology that offers you and your clients a new 
path for deeper understanding and more effective action to bring about change. Together you and 
your clients explore the tensions in their lives, converting those tensions to energy for change. 

Your clients’ lives are busier and more complex than ever. They may feel 
that chaos limits their possibilities and momentum, and they want to focus 
choices that move them forward. You need a powerful (and simple) way to help 
them build a path through their most challenging situations. You can help them build 
their adaptive capacity and resilience for the next challenge.

The Adaptive Action Coaching Lab includes:
Five-week virtual program, including seven live, online learning sessions, 
starting October 20 and ending on November 18
Workbook: Adaptive Action Coaching: Building Patterns for Success by 
Lecia Grossman and Royce Holladay
Online learning resources, discussion forum, and opportunities for
shared practice
One coaching session with one of the Guides, who are HSD Coaches

Who should attend?
Those with or without HSD Professional training
Current coaching professionals
Those interested in ICF CCEs

Your Guides:
Lecia Grossman, MA, GPCC, HSDP, became a 
certified professional coach through the Coaches 
Training institute in 2011. Lecia’s coaching practice 
has spanned both personal and executive 
coaching, encompassing primarily corporate and 
non-profit sectors. 
Royce Holladay, MEd, HSDP, has been working 
to support people navigate change for over 30 
years. As a trained counselor, she began learning 
about the dynamics of personal change and has 
been using those skills in her work, coaching 
people toward greater adaptability and resilience. 

Lab Details
Seven online sessions; each is 2 hours of engaging 
learning, conversation, modeling, and practice.
Link will be provided upon registration
One individual coaching session with one of Guides.
Cost per person is $800 USD. Cost includes printed 
workbook, online training, and one coaching session.
This course has been approved for 20 Core 
Competency Hours and 3 Resource Hours of 
Coaching Continuing Education by the IFC.
Additional training session 
and coaching for those 
attaining CCEs.

To register, go to:
https://www.regonline.com/HSD_AA_CoachingLab

For more information, contact us at:
info@hsdinstitute.org

HUMAN SYSTEMS 
DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

Nothing is intractable.
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